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May 26, 2015
Meeting called to order by President Matt Goodbred at 0901 hours on May 26, 2015.
Due to not having a quorum this will be an information gathering session at this time.
SECRETARY REPORT: Reviewed by members present and no changes were requested at this time, so the recorded
minutes will stand.
TREASURES REPORT: This was read by Clete and there were no objections to the report so this will stand as read to
the members present. See attachment.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
CE:
Lisa Klonowski reported that the CE for the upcoming months. The May June CE is completed, going through final
approvals at this time. It was stated by the office that the time would still be 45 days for completion once it is posted.
Lisa states that Deb Ward and her attended meeting at Oswego FD regarding QI process and education development.
July CE will be stroke developed in conjunction with the region 9 stroke committee.
July Take Home (TH) will be Asthma
August CE will be System Meds
August Take Home (TH) will be lightning injuries.
Airway:
Deb announced that she would be presenting the airway QI every 3 months at providers’ council. It was discussed that
every month would not be needed due to the low volume at this time. Jack asked that King LT not be part of the QI
numbers. Deb states King LT is not calculated in the intubation percentages, the wording on the report will be changed.
The King LT needs to be part of the airway QI process as it is part of the airway management protocol.
Hospital CE:
Delnor none at this time.
Scott Vance announced that each month PMMC does 12 lead and arrhythmia classes if interested contact Scott Vance to
sign up.
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Jack states that CPR is every month, ACLS and PALS are also available at RCMC.
CARS:
Edwin announced that ESO is having an update, which they will go to version 5 this will be 6-8 months from now
according to ESO.
Edwin spoke on Analytics in the ESO software. Edwin explained some of the many features that this has available to the
departments. Edwin offered his assistance to any provider that needs some assistance with the Analytics features.
Art Lloyd spoke about analytics states that it is very easy to use and much friendlier then Firehouse to use.
Edwin again offered his time to assist any department in the use of Analytics and running reports.

CHEST PAIN ACCREDITATION:
Deb stated that Delnor has submitted the application into the society and has an inspection date of August 05, 2015.
Delnor reported on the chest pain data see attachment.
Scott reported 12-Lead acquisition and Aspirin administration process improvement plan (PIP) April numbers

were 30/30 (100%) for 12-Lead acquisition and aspirin administration. Six of those patients were STEMIs and
three took aspirin prior to calling 911. One of the patients that took their own aspirin was a STEMI.
Jack reported the 12 leads data was good with three departments falling below 85% success rate. See
attachment.

TRIAGE TAG TUESDAY:
Delnor
Edwin states the numbers are getting better See attachment.
Presence Mercy Medical Center
See attachment
Rush Copley Medical Center
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Jack stated the numbers are betting better. He stated there is one provider who rarely submits a disaster
tag to the ED.
Jack asked the chiefs, coordinators present to share the information that is presented at this meeting with the
men & women on the streets. He asked that you send it to each member via email, hang it in the station print
the minutes and post them so your providers can be aware of what is happening in the system and hospitals.
Edwin asked that each hospital post the minutes in the break room. He stated that he would post the minutes
on line SFVEMSS.COM also.
The next Triage tag date is June 16, 17 & 18, 2015. Starting 0700 hours on Tuesday till 0700 hours Friday
EMERGING ISSUES:
Mike Kalina was not present to give report. Next meeting is not until June 2015 as reported last meeting.

OLD BUSINESS:
Scott reported that the construction has not began yet but will keep us up to date and the map sent from last
council meeting will remain the same.
Edwin states that any EMS/EMD provider that comes to Providers Council will get CE hours for attending.
Jack spoke on QI reports at the provider level and if any QI was being done in the departments. Everybody in
attendance excluding two QI multiple items and the narrative section. After some discussion on QI and finding
some common needs and to assist other departments that need some guidance it was decided that each
department will bring the QI results to every provider council meeting hand it into Deb Ward and she will
compile that data for each department and present at the following meeting. Dr. Holtsford liked this idea for
QI reporting and looking at our needs. It was discussed that this will also assist the education committee for
the needs list.
Disclosure to patients when an error is made with meds or treatments. It is strongly encouraged that each
department speaks to their legal council and see how they should be handling this issue.
Jack states that when you are not using ESO he urged the providers to close out the entire program. There
was an issue that ESO was “locked/closed” when a provider walked away from the terminal (to take another
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EMS call) the program was NOT closed out. Somebody entered the EMS room clicked on “addendum” and
added a note into the patients legal medical record.
Edwin reported that he has spoke with Chief Meyers, who has spoken to the Chief at the chiefs meeting about
the dissatisfaction of the EMS office at Delnor. It was reported back that no chief had a problem or issue with
the system office.
Clete spoke when an addendum is done it is time and date stamped, the time is recorded in “mountain time”,
ESO is fixing this issue.

SOUTHERN FOX OFFICE INFORMATION:
Edwin suggested that some standing agenda items be changed. From Airway to QI for Deb Ward to have
monthly reports and updates. Add another topic “Medic Class” for Ken Snow lead Instructor to give updates
about class and students. Progress and what is going on in class and clinical settings.
Edwin stated that hospitals might be asking for the patients name and DOB over the phone. This is NOT a
HIPPA violation since it is a closed line and not over radio lines. It was also discussed that if the hospitals have
released the “mute” button anybody in the ED could hear names and personal info. It was decided that all
hospitals extend the “mute” time to 3.5 minutes to fix this potential problem.

Edwin spoke about the email he sent out 1-2 weeks ago dealing with the Draft version of the CE matrix and
how this will affect many EMS providers and costs to providers. Edwin states that all providers need to read
this and understand the possible changes that are coming if you as the department/provider do not want
these, you need to make your objection known.
Edwin stated that the “Scope of Practice” is coming out and this is a topic of discussion at the Emerging Issues.
There are many areas that EMS will need training for.
Edwin spoke on STEMI hospitals, STROKE Centers and Trauma patient. Why patients need to go to the proper
hospitals for the betterment of the patient the first time. Avoid transferring these patients delaying the care
and adding to the patients costs.
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Edwin states that Dr Holtsford, Dr. Proust and Edwin will be hosting a semi-annual Chiefs/Administrator
meeting in or near Oswego/Montgomery area. This is NOT for coordinators but for Chiefs and Administrators.
The first meeting will be June 10, 2015.
Deb Ward asked for an elected official to sit on the Paramedic Advisory Council. It needs to be a person that is
elected by the people like fire trustee or any office. If you know of anybody please contact Deb with a name
and contact information ASAP.
2016 Paramedic applications are on line at this time. The completed applications need to be turned into the
EMS office by 07/15/2015.
Edwin states that there is a survey coming out asking a few questions about medic class. Seeking information
on a day class and/or an evening class or both is needed.
Deb stated that there would be a cap of 24 students total due to placing the students into clinical areas.
Deb stated that there are 17 students remaining in the class.
Next meeting will be June 23, 2015 0900 hours
Information session ended at 1042 hours.

Respectfully submitted,

Jack Taxis
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